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INTRODUCTION 
1 h~ efticlent use of police manpower has alwhYs been 
u pr,)blem. but it has he come inerea~ingly serious in 
the last fe'},' year~. Crime in the United States is on 
the ri~e. both totally and by cutegory; and the demand 
fcr pulice St rvices has kel'i pace with this increa~,e in 
crime. In the past, ~lJch tncrea~es have been met by 
hiring more men and purchasing more equipment. 
Thb satu;ation approach becomes wasteful and use
less after a certain point. however. even suppushg 
that municipalitie, pu~se~sed the unlimited ftnancial 
resources m;ces~ary to fund the indicated hiring and 
purcha<;ing. Attention has become focused. there
fore. on tinding more efticient and more effective 
wuys of using the pre~enlly available resources of 
police manpower and materi"l. 

In recognition of the problem, the St. Louis Police 
Department acquired a computer system several 
years ago, and immediately set about the task of 
utilizing this ne\y technical capability in the area of 
resource allocation. The obvious area in which to con' 
centrale ihese efforts was that of police patrol. This 
portion of the force compri3cd the greatest number of 
officers, performed the greatest variety of functions. 
and was the mosl geographically scattered. These 
facll.lrs made th;: pr,tr.)! forci! the must diriicult unit 
to manage and co-ordinate efficiently, as wdl as the 
unit whose effective management was most important. 
Any improvement in this area would thus be of wiLle
spread importance, and would most directly achieve 
the goal of getting the best results at the least COSL. 

using the fewest men. 
As a result, the p::trol fcrce was divided into two 

distinct units. Traditionally, there had been no dif
ferentiation of kinds of patrol function:.; rather. the 
field command u~ed the sanlt! group of men to an~wer 
call, f0r service, patr01 for crime prevention, nnd meet 
any other needs whIch might arise. It secml!d, how
ever, that there werr! two ba~ic functions which the 
patrol performed. and that a Llivision of the patrol into ...... 
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two entirely distinct units. b<1sed on thc~ie re5pective 
functions. would Imlk.e for higher elliciency and ea"ier 
lmmage:llenl. Thus the patrol force wa, divided into 
n calls for service unit. which e:<clusively answered 
thc~e calls, and the remainder of the patrol force be
C3me a unit whose primary resplll1sibiiity was to cut 
down preventable crime. 

Initially. the Department's intention was to center 
ihe Resource Allocc.tion Project on the calls for ser
vice function. collecting and updating d:ltaon PU51 

ca1l5 for service and. on thi~ ,)asis. predicting future 
needs in this area. It soon developed. however, that 
there were m'lny apphcatiulls of compu:er teehnoillgy 
in the management of pr.:ventive ratrol. Especially 
important was the possibility of u~ing the computer 
to produce maps which wl)uld graphically illustrate 
the location and density of both total crime and the 
various major types u;' crime. Such maps would pro
vide the tield cor-uYiand with an extremely useful and 
easily-used tool in the allocation of preventive patrol 
resources. 

Since the use of the computer and the functional 
division of the police patrol into called for services 
and reserve units Wi!re such new concepts, and since 
it became necessary to develop procedures for the 
implementation of the~c new methods. it was thought 
best to begin slowly and in a very controlled way. 
Thus, one of the city's total of nine police districts 
was chosen as the test district. in which these new pro
cedures were to be fully implemented. and another 
was chosen as a control distiict, which would be used 
as a standard against which to mea~ure the results :n 
the test district. After this over-all procedure had been 
decided upon, the St. Louis Police Department ap
plied to the Oftice of Law Enforcement A5sistnnce. 
under the Law Enforcement Assistance Act of 1965, 
for a grunt to help fund this project as a test and dem
onstratIOn of what might be achieved in the area of 
re~ource allocation u~ing these new, computer-bnsed 
methods. A grant of $170.000 was subsequently 
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awarded the S1. Louis Police Department, by the Of
fice of Law Enforcement Assistance, for the period 
of July I, 1966 to December 30, 1967. 

The purpose of this paper is to describe the methods 
so far developed by the Resource Allocation Research 
Unit of the St. Louis Police Department in the imple
mentation of the reserve force's crime prevention 
function, specifically through the use of computer 
mapping fcchniques. 

'The prime objective of the' Resource Allocution 
Research U nil in the area of crime prevention is to 
provide the district commander, with information 'in
dicating those areas in which he should concentrate 
his preventive patrol. One obvious use of computer 
capabilities in this regard is in the collection of re
ported crime data and its organization by location and 
time into statistical tables. Due to the electronic speed 
with which the computer operates, it is possible to 
keep these tables current on a day to day basis. Such 
statistical tables, however, are of limited usefulness, 
sinc~ it is difficult to read, remember, and compare 
such numerical information. For maximum utility, 
this statistical information should be translated into a 
graphical illustration, or map, which would embody 
the collected data in such a way that the reported inci
dence both of total crime, and of each of the eight 
major ca'tegQries of crime, would be shown by loca
tion on a daily basis. Thus, a district commander could 
look at a map of his district, see where total crime was 
highest, and, on this basis, assign his preventive patrol. 

The Resource Allocation Research Unit knew that 
it was possible to write a program which .would cause 
the computer to produce such maps, provided the 
proper information was provided.* But there were 
certain prerequisites which had to be fulfilled before 
any computer mapping could take place. 

First, the accuracy of the dara collected had to be 
assured. For this purpose, Mr. Grant H. Buby, of the 
Governmental Research In~titute of S1. Louis, a con
sultant to the Project, conducted several audits of the 
data collected and the processing of this data. This 
was to insure in the first place that criminal incidents 
were being properly reported; for example, that a 
burglary was not reported and recorded as a larceny 
or a destruction of property. Secondly, Mr. Buby 
checked to assure that crimes, and a large volume 
of other activities, such as Field I nterro'gation . Re
ports, Traffic Summonses, and Curfew and Truancy 
Notices, were being properly processed, and that no 
errors were being made in the data' processing. On the 
basis of his recommendations, the error factor in data 
collection was reduced and held to a negligible per-' 

"For a computer program which produces maps. we are greatly 
indebted to Mr. Howard T. Fischer of Harvard University. 

--- =w:;-

centage. These .audits took place during the pre-test 
phas~ of the Project, July 1 to December 31, 1966-
and they arc continuing, in order to measure the main
tenance of accurate reporting and processing. 

In order for this data to be meaningful and useful, 
hc;>wever, the basic geographical unit for which it was 
'gathered had to be fixed. Statistics gathered for an en
tire district would be of no use to the command in de
ciding where to concentrate preventive patrol in the' 
distrkt; some differentiation into basic units was 
obviously necessary. On the other hand, a city block 
is too small a unit, since a.t any given time there would 
be no measurable incidence of crime in any given 
block. Since the geographical unit should be perma
nent in order to permit efficient collection and mean
ingful comparison over long Reriods of time, the beat 
structure should not be used; for ideally, it should be 
flexible in order to adapt to changing needs. Sgt. Glenn 
A. Pal'ly, Project Implementation Officer, there
fore set to work developing a new uniform geographic 
subdivision for the purpose of data collection. The 
unit finally decided upon came to be known as the 
"Pauly Area." 

As seen in Figure I, the City of S1. Louis has b::~n 
divided into nine sections, each of approximately 
equal area. The boundaries of these sections are 
formed by four of the major city streets. Each of these 
nine sections is then further qivided into a number 
of Pauly Areas, which comprise the basic geographical 
units spoken of above (see Figure 2). There are be
tween 37 and 79 Pauly Areas in each Section. The 
criteria used in constructing the Pauly Areas are that 
each be a fairly homogeneous geographic unit, and ap
proximately 1/16th of a square mile in size, which will 
remain a permanent subdivision. These Pauly Areas, 
are numbered consecutively within each Section, and 
each therefore has a unique number, formed by simply 
prefixing the Section number to the area number with
in that Section. Thus Area 23 in Section 4 is desig
nated 4-23, while Area 23 in Section 8 is 8-23. 

As finally determined, each Pauly Area comprises 
from 9 to 12 city blocks, and is thus smaller than a 
beat. Since these permanently fixed areas are distinct 
from the flexible patrol beats, the stability necessary 
for valid data collection has been achieved with no 
loss of the adaptibility necessary to meet the chang
ing needs of crime prevention. Since each area is 
smaller than' a beat, it is possible to differentiate where 
crime is occurring and on this basis to change the beat 
structure if this seems advisable.' 

The next problem was how to correlate the reports 
of criminal incidents, which are the source of the data. 
with the Pauly Arcas, in terms of which these data 
are to be represented. Since a prohibitive amou]'lt of 
time and effort would have had to be expended by the 
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Figure I - City of St. Louis divided into nine sections 

reporting officer in manually determining the Pauly 
Area, a computer-based street file system was de
veloped by Mr. Thomas McEwen to automatically 
correlate street location with Pauly Area. The first 
step in the construction of the Street File System was 
the development of the "New Location Code." By 
this. cooe, a specific number was assigned to all loca
tions within and outside of the city, ranging from 
streets to foreign countries. The basic unit of the New 
Location Code is the"Q" number, which has a numeri
cai range from 1 to 3000, with specific categories 
grouped together, and with room left for expansion 
either within a category or of the number of categories. 
The categories and their numbers are as follows: 

CATEGORY Q# RANGE 
St. Louis Streets 1 - 1599 
S1. Louis Parks and Other Areas 1600 - 1999 
States 2000 - 2051 
Foreign Countries 2252 - 2299 
Missouri Towns 2300 - 2599 
Illinois Towns 2600 - 2799 

Under this System, a unique codenum~er was as
. signed to each street within the city, in ascending 
. ' order, based on the incidence of activity on that street 
as reported by the police patrol. Thus, Delmar Boule-

vard, which has the highest frequency of reported 
activity, was designated "Q" number 1. 

Three distinct types of coding were decided upon: 
house address, street intersection, and area. House 
address is coded by house number, a slash (f), and the 
Q number of the street. Thus, 2173 Manchester 
Avenue is coded 2173/62, 62 being the Q for Man
chester A venue. A street intersection is represented 
by the Q of one street, an X, and the Q of the other 
street. Thus, the code number of the intersection of 
Delmar Boulevard and I\lanchester Avenue is desig
nated 1 X 62. Areas are coded by prefixing the letter 
P or G to the assigned Q number. P is used if the area 
is a park, cemetery, or bridge within the city, G if' 
the area is located outside of St. Louis. Thus, Forest 
Park is P 1617, and Clayton, Mo., is G2320. 

Once the New Location Code had been con
structed, a program was devised which, by means of 
a random access disk file, translates the coded source 
data into data in terms of Pauly Areas, and then writes 
this information out on tape or cards. Another pro
gram can then use this information to print out crime 

. maps which show the density of preventable crime and 
other reported activity in terms of the Pauly Areas . 
In addition to Pauly Areas, statistics can be produced 
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Figure 2-Section four 

in terms of the District, Beat, and Census tract in work. This program converts statistical data, as to 
which the reported incidents occurred. These sta- the number of incidents of a given kind occurring at 
tistics can be produced for any period of time: an fixed points within a given location, into a map which 
hour, day, week, and so on. indicates the density of occurrence by shading. Thus, 

When the Pauly Areas, and the New Location the heavier the shading, the greater the frequency of 
Code, and the connecting programs which make up occurrenCi.'. The advantages of such maps for pur-
the Street File System, had been developed, it was poses of resource allocation have already been cnu-
possible to turn to the actual production of maps. merated; basically, computer mapping is a manage-
Mr. Howard T. Fischer of Harvard University had ment tool which provides the command with a quick 
developed a computer program which he termed perception of the frequency of reported incidents 
SYMAP, an acronym for Synagraphic Computer by the location at which they occurred, and enables 
Mapping Program. Mr. Stephen J. Finch, of the Re- the command t9 modify beat structures to adapt to 

source Allocation Research Unit, visited Harvard in the needs so indicated. 
the summer of 1966 to learn from Mr. Fischer if and There are two distinct kinds of maps which the Re-
how SYMAP could be adapted to the needs of the source Allocation Unit has been producing. The 
St. Louis Police Department. It became clear that first is the nat-tone map (see Figure 3). This type 
SYMAP had two important applications for police of map is called "nat-tone," because the shading with-

u~_~ _ _ ~_. __ .~ _______ ~_~ ___ . __ ~----..-- ---
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'in each Pauly Area is uniform nnd there is no [IUempt 
made to show the interrelationship or gradation of 
HclivitV (\)1' the entirc district. SLich l\ map is pro
duced'in the following manner. First, the total nllm
bel' of incidents is determined for each Pauly Area. 
Then II scale is nltllle with values I'nt1ging from zero 
incidents to \he greatest nllmber of incidents rL'pot'tcd 
for ;lny one Pauly ArCH. Thus, in Figure 3, which 
indicat('s the lo\al Index erinlc {'or District Nine r~)r 
.!anuUl Y of 1967, the sl.:ale n\ll~Ws 1'1'01\1 0 to %. There 

There is a deficiency in the flat-tone' mapping pro
(;cdure. It assllmes that (\ctivity is constant through
out cach Pnuly Area, and so fnils to consider the in
terrelationshir of all the areas within a district and 
gradations bctwcen centers of activity. For crimc 
analysi:;, especially, a mapping technique would be 
preferred which' shoWS thr Interdependence of the 
p.ully Areas within the district. Contour Mapping 

docs jllst this (sec Figure 5) . 

HI'C ten possible shadings available \0 the compuler, 
using SYMAP, lind so the 5calc is sllbdivided into l\~n 
equal Icvel5, 0.9.60. 9.60-19.2.0, Hml so on, liP t() 
86.40.- 96.00. Elich of these pn)gl'essivcly Iwavier 
shading~ lhu5 represents one of thl~ len nllme1'i('!(I\ 
levels of inchlents n:pNh',(1. Thesc \evels and the 
shnuing:; which symbolize them arc printed Ollt at 
the bottom of the I)1(\P, along with the number of 
Pauly Arcas whosc nurnbl'f ()f rcportcu incidents 
fnlls within each level. For example, there were 38 
Pnuly Arens with O-~ 9.60 incidents, and only 3 wilh 
over 48.00, \t CHIt be seen on the map itself thal the 
level number is printed in each Pauly Ar('\\,' so that 
the p~rson using the mllp docs not have to rcmel11ber 

which sll\\lling reprcsents which leve\. 

Contour mapping embodics densities, rnthcr tban 
\11C\'C s\utistics. As in flat-tone mapping, the pro!~ram 
for contour mapping receives datu by Pauly Alca. 
However, in.,tead uf merely illuslrating the average 
level within each puuly, it illustratcs thC gradation 
from nl'ea to area. The data for ::,ueh puuly Arca is 
associat<.!t\ with tbe center point of each. The progi'um 
then estimatcs the level for each point on the map from 
the data it htls about the n<:nrcst I)uuly Area. For cx
ample, jf the progrnl11 were trying to' find the symbol 
\0 put at the point halfway between twO Pauly AreaS, 
it would find lhe average of the values for the center 
points of each, and place the symbol for this level 

there. 
The difference between the nat-tone and contour 

maps can perhaps be best seen by comparing eX
amples of each. Figures 3 and 5 do this. gael\ gi':~s 

On this map, therefore, arc Stl(1)ll1ari7.cd the tOlnl 
0l1111be\' of crimes in the district, the highest number 
of incidents reported in anyone Fauly Area, alld the 
distributions of reptH'ted incidents for each Pauly 
Area. Especially important is the fact that all this in
formation can be "seen," thuS greatly assisting the 
district commander in remembering where incidents 
have been reported most and least often, and in dc
ciding on this basis where to concentrate his pre-

the same statistical information: Total I ntlex Crimes 
reported for the district, highest number reported 

ventive patro\. 
As stated abovc, maps are produced not only for 

Total lndex Crime reported, but also for eight major 
ctliegories of crime: Auto Theft, Theft from Auto, 
Purse Snatching, Robbcry, Assault, Daytime Resi
dence Burglary, Night Residence Burglary. and Busi· 
ness Burglary. Figure 4 is it Oat-tone map illustrating 
Night Residcnce Bu\:glury in the Ninth District for 
January of \ 967. This map is obviously much dif
ferent than the Total Index Crime map; it can be secn 
immeuit\lCly that the center of activity has shifted 
drasticnllY. In this way, the district command is ap
prised of where its specific needs lie in the area of 
crime prevention, and is given information which the 
Total Index Crime map docs not indicate at all. Thus, 
the command is given stm another tool to assist in 
the allocation of resources. This information al~o 
is given in terms of ten different levels, with the total 
number of incidents and their distribution clearly 
indicated. . '. " 

for anyone Pauly Area, and distribution of Pauly 
Areas throughout the ten levels, The Oat-tone map, 
however, chops the district up into nbsolute value 
Pauly Areas, while the contour map gives an over
view, showing interrelationships of Areas, and 
showing the over-all pattern of incidents reported. 
This unified-view approach of district activity, as 
has already been stated, is especially helpful in in
dicating trends 'over a pcriod of time. A comparison 
of Figure 5, Total Index Crime for .!anuary, 1967, 
with Figure 6, Total Index Crime for December, 
1966, brings this out rather well. Although there 
were three distinct locations where reported activity 
was almost equally heavy, by the close of the next 
month, incidents had become concentrated in a single 
location. A quick glance at the statistics at the bot
tom of the map indicates that this concentration 
was due to a marked increase in the occurrence rate 
reported in the high location area, not because of a 

diminution in the other locations. 
An important distinction concerning the use of these 

maps should be made. The contour maps shoW crime 
shifts over a period of time better than the Oat-tone 
maps-thus the crime analyst will find the contour 
maps more useful than th~ other type. A district 
. commander, however, may be more interested in 

.! ; 
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Figure 4·-Flat·tone map for residence burglary-January 1967 
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Computer Mapping 
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l:tvhere crime is presently occurring >rather than in the 
: ~hifts which have occurred. The flat-tone maps, then, 
! ban be ';cry important tools for the district command
, ier. They not only provide statistical data on the num
; Iber and kinds of crime reported, but also represent on 
ia map the density and location of reported incidents. 

; [The district commander is thereby enabled to make 
!quick, but well-founded, judgments as to where to 
: concentrate his preventive patrol and how to slructure 
his preventiVe b.::ats. 

As a summary, it might be helpful to review the 
over-all framework into which these new mapping 
techniques were fitted. First of all, before any maps 
could be produced, it was necessary to construct a 
permanent geographical subdivision whose basic 

. 1 unit was of a fixed and workabie size, both large 
i enough to be meaningful and smaH enough to permit 

differentiation and gradation. The units finally de
cided upon were the Pauly Areas. It was further 

: I necessary to code these areas into language which 
~ the computer could use, and then to develop a loca-

, ( 

tion code which could convert reported data into data 

i 
! 
{ . 

1 
t 

in terms of Pauly Areas. This involved not only the 
writing of computer programs to perform the transla
tions, but also the cunstruction of a New' Location 
Code, which enabled reports to be made quickly aml 
efficiently in ~ code which the Street File System 
could easily translate into Pauly Area computer 
data. 

Traditionally, the patrol had been one unit, whose 
members answered calls, patrolled to prevent crime, 
and were available for any need whi~h might arise. 
There were, however, patent inefficiencies in this 
method of operation. Therefore, when the S1. Louis 
Police Department received the previously mentioned 
Law Enforcement Assistance Act grant of $170,000 
to develop efficient methods of allocating unit patrol 
forces, the first step taken was the d.ivi~ion of these 
units into two entirely distinct units, the one to be 
concerneo solely with answering cans for service, 
the second t() function in crime prevention. The ration
ale for this division is that calls for service and pre
ventive patrol are directed at two distinct goals, and 
their needs are governed by different factors. Under 
the old system, in order to insure that there would be 
enough men to meet the .needs which might possibly 
arise at any given time, it was necessary to have at 
hand more men than were needed most of the time, 
with the result that often men had nothing. to do, 
or there were too many men in the same a,rea, and too 
few in another. It was obvious that the division into 
two separate functions would mean more efticiency 
could be achieved in each. 

The calls for service function includes all patrol IJ 
I I' 

':Jl.U._ . . . 

.. 

actiyities taken in direct response to calls and com~ 
plaints received from the pUblic. This function em::' 
ploys in gencr:al the same computer datu collection ' . 
procedure--the Pauly Area, the New Location Cooe, 
the Street File System-as does the preventive patrol. 
The source data, however, are radio tickets and not' . 
all the incidents of crime reported to and by police. 
The.se calls for service are predictibly constant, tak-
ing into account the time of day, day of week, and 
s('rt!'.on or yt:ar. Thus, needs are always heavier in 
the hot summer months, than in the cold temperatures' 
of December and Januury; at rour in the afternoon, 
than at four in the morning; ~nd on' Friday evening 
than Sunday evening. 

Procedures were therefore developed to 'predict 
the patrol manpower· needed to answer ,calls fDr " 
service, taking into account the constant factors J\lst .... . ... , . . " 
mentioned. Using the ready-acc~ss disk file ana the .' ~ 
updated information kept on calls for service oceur-' 
renee in the Pauly Areas, future calJs an~ the time 
needed tD service them are predicted, and beab are 
designed. The 'changing needs during a.. tw.enty:-four 
hour day arc taken into account by having more 'men 
on duty dcring the day anp evening watches, and fewer 
during the early morning hours. By.a process called 
exponential smoothing, the rates of "occurre,ilce of 
calls for service in Pauly Areas. take into. 'ac~ol;lnt 
seasonal factors in such a way, for example, as nOt 
to cause predictions for cool October to be overlY'in
fluenced by 'the high occurrence rate of August and 
early September. The factors used in this smoothing 
process are themselves smoothed, .'i.e., the" actua' 
rates immediat~ly preceding 'them. are given mort; 
weight than ,~hose which held' sev~ral weeks or 

~ ., ., ,.11" 

months before. On t.th'e .basis ~of a1l tMis, predictions 
of the number of rribn~a;a.the:,time n'e~ded to service 
these calls can be' made. 'a~d. ~pproprfate called for 
service beats designed. ,'~ .. , 

The imp6rtance of these predictive abilities for 
crime prevention and the calls for service function 
in general, is that all those men not needed to answer 
calls for service can be assigned and used in preven
tive patrol. 1 n this way, there is almost no possibility 
of a situation. occurring in which all patrol men are 
tied up answering calls. and i1On~ ·are available to 
patrol. Beats can be separately designed to achieve 
the maximum prevention of crime and to adequately 
handle calls for service. If an emergency should 
arise, the preventive patrol can of course answer 
calls for service; and when the calls for service unit 
is not ans\vering calls it also patrols its beat. By 
and large, however., the functions remain separate, 
and this separation permits a substantial concentra
tion of police manpower to crime prevention. 
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